Today in Georgia History
November 22, 1754
Abraham Baldwin

Vocabulary
Chaplaincy  Stellar  Staunchly  Earmarked
Charter    Establishing    Delegates

Glossary
Chaplaincy: noun; time spent as a member of the clergy employed to give religious guidance, e.g. to members of the armed forces, schoolchildren, or prisoners

Stellar: adjective; exceptionally good

Staunchly: adjective; showing loyalty, dependability, and enthusiasm

Earmarked: verb; to select and reserve government funds to be used for a particular purpose

Charter: noun; a formal document incorporating an organization, company, or educational institution

Establishing: verb; to start or set up something that is intended to continue or be permanent

Delegates: noun; somebody who is chosen to represent or given the authority to act on behalf of another person, group, or organization, e.g. at a meeting or conference